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J

alysis and Planning for the F-41ge
by Cathy M. Ord

'Every person in the, world faces a series 'of pressures arid problems
that require hisattentionand action. These problenis of .ectlhim at
many different .levels.'The majority 'of the, world's people are
concerned with matters. that affect only family or 'friends over a
short'Period'of time. Others look further ahead.'in time or over a
-larger areaa city or a:nation. Only a v4ry few peoplehave a'global
perspective that extendifar into the futCire., - .7

.4--
The challenge to acquire-a -futuristiO peispective with. regard to' developmental disabilities

is a pressing need. A five or ten yearplanning.horizoithas utility for existing needs but we Must,
in a siinItaneous manner,. direct a Substantial proportion of our planning resources to future
needs. We must- become the "miry few 'people" concerned_ with the future of the developmentally
disabled. is-orientation will' help.ui not only to-focus our energy. on Specifictolutions but also
allow us t Idok for long range interventions that may-result in the prevention of developmental
disabilitie

.

In 'o'rder to meet, this. challenge, perSons concerned with planning for developmentally
disabled populations. need to bere awire of the various ways of looking at the future and of
the informilion. aVaijable to help them' in this undertaking. This paper reviews the basic sources
and types o demdgraphic data available for future planning and suggests a framework far its
organization. Developmental Disabilities provides a good example of the utility of this approach.

LOokin4 *it they Figure . . .

:Efforts explore the future in any field are bas41 ort:the analysis of both existing events
and past obse ations. -Information, or data,- regarding thete situations -may be used in a variety

.... .
of ways to en ision the future. Most Methodologies itly on the principles of continuity and
analogy, in whi h it is believed that either the Condit' In established i-the past will continue
as the norm for he future or that the patterns Of Chaitge observed in.the past will repeat them-,
'selves in the tutu . Forecasts based- on theSe principles ay be undertaken by any or all, of the --,

following approad es:

1) Trend fo aging or extrapolation.' Existing `a- historical trends.are analyzed and
then 'proj cted into. the fu.tige- Assumptions most be made regardihg the future direc-

. tion of th trend: will ,it increase, decrease,:.orl.remain stable? The major lirriitations
. % of -this-an roach are the interrelatedness, 'or tual dependence; of trends and our

inability to dequately quantity'these relationship .. ... -

,-, ; 4

2) Scenario con i ruction: Various future* situations -that might occur or that are preferred
are created. ese. hypotheses, about the future aPe based on' differing interpretations

. of eicistinadat and limited only by one's foresight: .77.. . .

3) Models,.
.

gimes; simulatiOns:' These 'often intri te and sophisticated methods pro-
vide 'the opportunity to explore' interrelationships a song factors influencihg'the future'

.

indto*:.analyze th impact 'of various actions orc gesson these factors. While. being



se,

to use tremendous .amounts- of information is one of the strengths. of these ep-
proakkes, it is also one of the weaknesses. The technology needed to 'support these-

:`.-syitern-is often too cumbersoine and expensive for widespread use.

4) 'Col/Action 'and synthesis of...expert' opinion:- Many techniques -(such, as 'Delphi.. andt-
. Group) " have .been developed to Introduce human irittiitinn into orecasts of

the futurk Most approaches reli on .th'divelopment of A. Consensus' regarding the
future .amOng**agroup*.of public opinion leaders: Each person is given the ppportuhity
to interpret existing Situations and cohatmet his or hir own vieWof the. uture.' .

_These -apprroacherhelp us to gain a clearer.perspectivk on the-future; they all relylin-the'
collection, analysit, evaluation, presentation Of data The, processing- of data*may take place
in a highly sophisticated Manner, such di modeling, or in a subjective and ahnost random way, ...

such asa businesspArson's thoughts.

'

, -4 .

LoOking afire Present ,1 Iql
.; 7

The- prerequisite' foi our excursions intoAht future it Adequate information ,or data :about
where we are where we halms bean as,a,pOPtilation. The 'formalized study. of the data repre-
senting, these Aventsisdemograiihy. ;Demographic' -statistics give us intotktation relating to the
size, density, distribution, arjd dynamics of human populations.

0 .
In analyzinhase componefits ofpopulation ***dolt...many. different characteristicsmay

be .studied. Data dasCribing the race, sex and morbidity, of an entire Population; -or-of pap-
ulation subgroups, el-nation on 'physical characteristios. The social' characteristics of
a populatiOn may be .describe by statistics*on-rnarital:statui, itainilif and:household structure,
language, place of residence, &igloo; and, country of origin. StatistiCs on income ifor' both indi-
Viduals.:and Countries),Iind.. stria! ,activityi ape ocCupatiod reflect the ..ecdnomic -characteristics
of .a Population.*ince podulations are[nOt static entitia; measures of their dVOntics'are
studied- and .include ,fertility; Mortality; stiigraticin, and other *statittios,:**The'Atatittics, may 'be
aggregated on any number 0 levelt.(city; county,;stite, or nation)* and.adjusted for any number.
of variablia (age, race; or sex): - _ ;'

.

: Because demographic,data* repjetet such,a dive_rscrange of OharacteristiOs; it,issnOrfoiind
in only one source Or in any one46rm. it .is ,possible to.litt,however;the sourcet;i0 data by the

, -types of characterise s they,desoribe. The.folloWing lists are not-rneaniO be .exhaustive, but do
represent 'the.Major Ocelot each tyPe Of data the United Statist. '-

PhysicatchAracZqristics :
.

IgeraiTy'sex,-numbera, and diatribir
.

.Census ofAhe POpulation,'Clia eristict of the Population
/U:S. Cenks POpislatiOn Estimates and Projections

. .

M.ohaidity:
National,Health Intend Survey 4 .

ealth:fxaMina ion Survey. ,-
ajorditease.reg see eitample:*National Cancer

Special` Publications by providergroUPsysuch '. .

-National Association for Mental Health.
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Data Lirnitptiotii 1.° .7 - , .

...

. . --Ever-though:dita is_readilyavailabIe,*good.'data is often- hardTio'firid. Most data have been
. colleCted.ona ramilorn*.iarnple basis and -'are. subject-to a bur:fiber:of limitations.:BiaS jn the. survey

may have been .introduced -through the' tYpe Of 'questionnaire used, the technique.6f the 'inter-
1. viewer, o!'1he.selettion Ofthe group io be interviewed. -any of these same'.ConditiOns kitd to

.-rep6rting errors' in Whichletpondents.-.underOr oVer;repirt actual circurtistances.Qus re- ,.
gerding 'ihe validity:: of studies : are; always- apprnpitiate I iince ,decisions should not be based on-

, information *hat. doeiilorreniesent the actual state 6f, affairs; The reliability, or reproducibility, .-
Aof the. atamtist,also., beIested Since:being unable to duplicate 'findings would have implications

_:..... . ...
...'.

%ft

. . .: . .

Mental Health.Institute \--_.
. ..

. .,

National Association. f State Mental Health PrOgram Directors
.. . ..

- %- . -. . . -
s. Econoniic Characteristics; ..

- . Occupation, income, and industry: b . .' , .

U.S. CeimUs Characteristics of.the Popuiatikand ResidentlaFinance Report ,-,- ...
U.S. Labor Statistics

:Social-Characteristics
Marital status, fathilyancthousehold sulucturecifligion, etc.: _

Censds of Housing.'
U.S. 'Census Block-Statisti6s

. Estimatei of SulistandardHOusing, U.S. Census
. ,
'Population Dynainies

. Fertility; rn*tiility, rrilgratioh;

.

. ,
Monthly:Vital. Statistics Report, U.S- Department of Health, Education, and ,

.Welfare,-Ptiblic. Health Seivide ..

SarWelfare,i .. Pubilc Health tiiee.
Vital Statistics. a the United States, .U.S. Deparan,2nt of Health,eEdUcation,

and
.

In addition to,.ttese national sources, many, states issue periodic statistics' on. vateous de-
-

..rnographiCSUbjects.. For example, PetailedMcirtalitYttatistickFiepOrts give statewide' information-
regarding the Cause of death for each age group; Basic Autornated Birth Year

often
provide use-

`ful. information on maternal and infant characteristict:-and Astidal ab(irecti often present state-
wide -;information ranging. from the number of households-. without automobiles to per capita

The availability of, thesad6cuments, peones of similar nein, is quite variable across -

states.
. .

40
'Special studies. often- provide useful. .information 'fcr 'planning, ''especially .in the field . Of

health. The' Health Resources Administration within the U.S:Depertment of Heaith;Educatiok
and elfare has recently. published a 'aeries, of d660Ments describing the health status.of minority
and. low income persons in the United Statei.2 Several stateshave comp leted'iluMan ;needs assess- "'
menreports and many othere,routinelY collect and deaceasinfOnnation 46 be Used; for planning.
purposes similarAo the developmental -disabilities.state plans. SOme.ofitiebest sources of data are
the,State Health Planningand Develapitiat Agencies and the Health Systems Agencies established
through the Netional 'Health, Planning and esources Pavelopment Adi of 1974.: These.agencies
exist in 'every -state and-often have a. Subsiantial .collection:Of data which relates to tie develon-
mentallY disabled population:

t
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- for conclusionid wn'fidm-the data. -
:.!:

. . . .-.. A;..- .

in addition t these technical considerations regarding data, two other limitations are alsO
. important. Only rarely li`there an immediate turn-around between data collectionfianalysis and
.' presentation. Asa Murk most- informatiOn is old before' it is available. Tlie second limitation

. of data for' planning purposes is the level of aggregation: As .an "example, various types of census
information are presented for city blocks and Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas while other
information is' presented' only for counties. The plartner experiences a great deal df difficulty in
attempting to combine and/or compareithesdisparate groupings of information. ._ . .

These limitations. of the data are not nearly"as significant, however,-as our limitations in
using the' data. How can all. of this data be used and directed'at the study, of a specific problem?
What parts of the data 'will be most helpful' in understanding the past anchlooking to-the fUture
for devel§pmental disabilities? TO answer these questibrts,' we 'need to develop a framework for
an'alyzing detfeloPmental disabilities and then 'collect, the data identified as appropriate through
the framework.

The Canadian Health Field 'Concept
. . . .

- All health problems incliciding developmental disabilities, are created through the interaction
of a complex set of determinants which may cause problem;; directly, contritiute to the existence
of, problems, or Telate significantly to the occurrence of prdblems. These deteritiinants cap. be\..

groupedyvithin four fields as defined by the Canadian Ministi..of Health and' Welfare. .4.. .,, .
t

Human Biology:, including all physical and mental aspects
of health developed within the individual as a result of his
or' her basic biology*.ind organic makeup. This includes
genetic inherifatce, processes of maturation, and internal
systerna of the boily. L

* Environment: including physical and other -factors related
, -:. to .health which- are external to the body and over which

... tile individual has little cOntrol. This includes foods, drugs,
-- z cosmetics,' water quality, ,noise pollution, sewage disposal;
' . and'the sOciefarivironment..

Health 'caretrgankation: including the quantity, q ality,
-arringeMent,.nature, and relationships of people an Medi-

, 'cal 'resources.. It encoinpassei all providers,'. insti UtiOnS,
. and services ofla itiedioal nature.. ' .

Lifestyle: .i0Volviog the aggregation of COO ions by indivi-
duals which affect their health and over yv ich they have
aubstaredal control. Personal _decisions an habits' which
have deleteriotiS effects onlealth constitute self-impose!'
risks. 3

. _

.. the conceptualization. of a problem arean this way gives us an'opporninity to not only
-6eiter -undeistand" the problem and its relationship to other .factors bit to also identify liose
faators that, contribute 'to:the future level of, a proltm.".. In this way, more accurate: estirriates

. ,
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. of the incidence of specific problems can be made.since we can begin to identify the impact of
other situations on the problem area. It is also possible"to idehtify basic causes of problems that
might, themselves, be, attacked with intervention strategies designed for the present or the future.

As an example, we can examine infant mortality as .a problem area using this concept. The
question to be asked is: What causes or contributes to the existence of infant mortality as a pro-

. blem? Answers to the question are found in all four fields described above and may be obtained
by Polling experts in the field of infant health. Biological determinants include the age of the
mother, congenital' malformations, and medical Complications of pregnancy. Environmental
factors such as poor housing, low socio-economic status, and a lack of 'family support systems
contribute to infant mortality. The availability. of pregnancy, testing 'services and the lack of
prenatal care services are .important health care organization factors influencing pregnancy out-
comes. Lifestyle determinants of infant morality include the nutritional habits of the mother
and substance abuse by either pareFil

With this list of determinants, a wide range of interventions can be undertaken ranging
from immediate efforts 'to reduce substance abuse among pregnant women to long-range 'efforts
aimed at improyin'g the overall socio-economic status bf potential parents. This information can
also be used to forecast.the number of infant deaths that might be expected given hanges in

. 1 'other conditions. If we find that'more teenagers are having children and that these -children are
more likely to experience early mortality, we can more accurately/estimate the total number
of infant deaths than by merely .ektrapolating the existing infant mortality rate. If INA find, how-
ever, that the teenage pregnancy rate is declining; we can expect the overall rate of infant death
to decline unless this decrease is offset by an increase in another high risk factdi, such as low.
socio - economic .statirs. This illustration-shows the utility of the health field concept fOr both
immediate and long4ange planning needs.

In addition to these insights, this framework gives us the advantage of organizing our
thoughts about the types of data needed for futtlre planning. Rather than reseatching the volu-
minous amount of data related to infant mortality, we have narrowed the field toonly ten.major
determinants. this way, the acquisition, analysis, and presentation of data can be organized
and .reduced- to a -Manageable level. We know noW what information would be .u.seful and can
look at the sources identified earlier to find it.

Applying the Methodology _

. ..

Quite obviously, this conceptual framework fends itself to speCific developmental.disa ility
problems and to the challenge of examining the problems fp:1m a futuristic perspective. This
framework allows ulto collect relevant data regarding developmental- disabilities and their eter- .
minants and then use the-data in varibusWeVato forecast the future.

To illustrate this approach for developmental disabilities, consider the problem area of men
tat retardation. The Orientation Notebook, for develejmental disaylities fists a number of'deter-
minants of mental retardation tbat-inay borganizelepund the health field concept.4

Biology
s maternal age

prematurivy. .

low birth weight
,. 016



conomic status

. . -
alai care. organization .
lack of prenatil care

.-

Lifestyle
,maternal diet 4

. ,

While we-currently estimate that 3% of the population is affected,by Mental retardation,
this rate may change -it,chere: is a -substantial change in one or More of41ie determinants listed
above. If overall .socio-ecanomic status improved drastically, a. reduct10$ in mental, retardation ,
*Would be expeOted if the rate of occurrence for other deterMinants rernainedeonstirkt. An in-
:crease in 'mental retardatiOn might result from a change in one of the other characteristics,, such,
a maternal age. We know that. maternal age is ncreasing in the United States. This.trend means
that more older women (over the age of 35) -ere having children., Infants bOm-16 these women
run a 'greater risk of having a specific condition, such' as Down's Syndrome, Which could result
in .mental retardation. .Until the mother reaches age,33; the incidence of Downs Syndionie is- '

(1 in 600 live blobs. At age 40, the percentage' tliee births afflictedwith bown.Syndrome rises
'ro one.end, at age 45, the percenVe. is four.- Of the children.witb DOwnl Syndrome, 9046 will be
.moderately. retarded, -While 10% will be mildly or severely retarded. k significant change in the. .

number of. older women having children:after the-age of 35 would resulti in the increased incidence,
. .

atmental retardation in the population: '"
.. . i

An example of the variation in these rates is constructed below for a hypothetical state.:
The available data,..thoWliiat 596 of all live births in the U.S. in 1975-Occurred-to women over the
age of 35 and thathis percentage had increased .b y 109 since 1970..Prelaninary data-00980

11,

show the percentage remaining at 5%. . : _
.

..:
.

In' Central State, Our hypothetical -State, the 'percent of all live births.to women over the
age *of 35 was 3.6 in 1975 and adcounteclfor 2,911. births.:This percentage had remained.reiatively'
constant over tf#e last ten. ,years..' We can now hypothisize.'various. possibilities fa Central Stets.
regarding the oc Fence of, births to older Wornen. We Can assume:

. c

a) 'that the percentage will remain constant fOr an indefinite iTeriod Of time;'

pattern-
,

. b) that. Central' State will follOw the pattern- established by the United States and experi-
once an increase in births to women over the age of 35; or

. .
. .

c) that' an ed#tiOnal . ptogram for older women in *Central :Stets has been successful' in. -.
reducing the number of pregnincieS experie riCed by. this :group.

The following. tables Illustrate .ibe differences -in the numbers' of biitiis to women Over age
.35 that would occur given the' ifferent. hypotheses. (MA. refers to maternal age)..

- :
. -... .

Drawing Conclusions ., I _ .

We can now begin to see'howdifferent aisiimptions and interpretations-of existing data can
lead .to. different-conclusions. The estimates of the increase in the mentallY iretarded population,estimates
dui to the higher 'number of women, .giving birth after age 45, range' frorri 1 :to 36 in the year
1.995.114-range Of .eicpectiitions is reasonable.given our understanding 'of existing data.

, .

, . .
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.

Table .A: AssUme that the percentage of births to womenover the age of 35 remains
at3.6: , .

\SN, Total Number Births to Women.Aged- Children with Down's Syndrome
Year of Births ;, 35-44 45+ M.A: 35-44 M.A. 45+

'1 980 75,975 2708 27
1990 '282,475 2940 29
1995 90,402 - 3222 82

27 1.0 \
29 1.1

32 1.2

:

Table B: Assume that the perge9tage of births to women over the age of 35 in-
creases as follows:

Percent of births
/Year to women over age 35

19140

-1990
1995

4.2
4.2

Total Number Births to Women Aged- Children witl Down's Syndrome
Year, of Births

-1980 75,975
1990 .82;475
1996 90,402.

-35-44 45+- KA. 36-44 M.A. 45+
.

2859 28 28 1.1, .

3429 34 34 1.3
3580 36 36 1.4....., .

Table- C: Assume that the percentage. of births to women over the-age -of 35 de-
creases

Percent of births
Year to women over age 35 .

1980 - 3:2
1990 2.3
1995 2.0

Total Number Births to Women Aged Cklciren with Down's SYndrome
Year of Births , 35-44 45+ 'M.A. 35.44 M.A. 45+

1980 75,975 2407 24 24 l 0.9
'1990 82,475 1878 18 18 0.7
1995 , 90402 1790 17 17 , 0.7

10
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We can, however, go a step furger by looking at other data to' evaluate which of these
estimates is most reasonable. For exainpTe,consider the following factors:

More women are entering the labor force with the intention of
developing a career,

Birth control measures are readily available and more effective
than ever,before..

The small family is seen as desirable in American society.

There is a' greater emphasis on the quality of parenting and
the rights of parents in decisions regarding childbirth.

All. of these trends support assumption (b) in the example. The strength 'of these factors would
seem to outweigh the possibilitiei of maintaining the current fife or of dkreasing it through
.educationalprograrrit.

. A
If the process were repeated using the other determinants of mental retardation, such as

low birth weight and maternal diet, number of stables Could be constructed from, which esti-
matesof the total pOpulatipii could be derived. This approximation would be the result of adding
all Of the eitimates based on the determinants (even though some of them may have a negative
'value). With this'approximation of the total mentally retarded population expected in 1995, we

. could more appropriately allocate existing resources both now and later for this segment of the
DO population.

The same technique car obe applied to the other disabilities under the -00 umbrella and can
provide estimates for human service planners of future possibilities for the DO population.
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